
Fairy world in the garden made of modelling clay
Instructions No. 1643

The winning tinkering idea from Basteline is a great example of a self-designed Fairy Garden. The little houses were modelled, painted and arranged - use this
idea as inspiration for your own magic garden.

The small illuminated houses are made from bottles, preserving jars and Acrylic forms. In the first step, place all the bottles, jars and shapes in front of you
and roughly sketch on a sheet of paper how the basic shape could be transformed into a house with the help of Modelling clay . Don't be afraid to connect two
vessels with each other, to place shapes in unusual combinations. For example, a roof dome can be created from an Acrylic ball . Modelling If you use
plasticine to make the individual houses, leave out a few fields as "window openings". Glass lids and "head shapes" of the houses should not be glued firmly,
so you can later place a chain of lights in them and illuminate the houses from the inside This is weatherproof, and can be pleasantly formed, filled, cut and
more as a smooth Modelling clay . The plasticine concrete is modeled in thin layers gradually on the vessels - this prevents the applied damp concrete from
breaking away. Please note that the modelled mass can probably still sag slightly. Let your work dry out. Arrange the finished fairy houses in the garden
together with small ladders, additionally modelled wall facades or miniature garden fences. A painted sign can give your Fairy Village its own name

Article number Article name Qty
517454-02 Real kneaded concrete1000 g 1
571739-10 Terracotta-rose pots, 3 pcsInside-Ø 10 cm, H 12 cm 1
766517 VBS Glass bottles with swing top 2 pieces 1
596138 Acrylic ball with hole, Ø 10 cm 1
698931 VBS Roundwood fence, approx. 80 x 5 cm, Brown 1
693820 VBS Decorative sign made of pine wood 1
110457 VBS Modelling sticks 1
697477-01 VBS Decoration fenceNature 1
689175 VBS LED chains of lights "10 LEDs", 10 pieces 1
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